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WHERE WE’VE BEEN & 
WHERE WE ARE NOW



The decline in national travel spending has 
mostly leveled off, but remains well below 2019

US: -42%

10/31



Shutdown of group and corporate travel has 
dramatically affected demand for some hotel types



Group business is starting to emerge from its 
slumber, but it will be a tough slog



With little business travel and few meetings and 
events, weekends are crushing weekdays



Urban destinations are particularly affected 
by a lack of corporate and group demand



There are glimmers of hope, especially 
among leisure travelers going by car







The perception of travel safety has 
improved slightly in the last few weeks



Over 2/3 of Americans have canceled a trip due 
to COVID, but 56% also simply postponed one



Leisure transient travelers

▪ Outdoors enthusiasts (and non-enthusiasts)

▪ Roadtrippers

▪ Travelers interested in rural destinations

▪ Daytrippers

▪ Short-term renters

▪ Wealthy travelers

▪ Gatherings of friends and family

Some youth sports 

Who’s Back in the Market?





ASHEVILLE LODGING OCCUPANCY BY TYPE:
HOTELS VS. SHORT TERM RENTALS
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• Weddings

• Association meetings

• Some SMERF events 

(Social, Religious, Educational, Religious, Fraternal)

• The rest of the sports market

Who’s on the Fence, 
Ready to Come Back?



▪ Older travelers

▪ Air travelers

▪ Corporate

▪ International 

▪ Motorcoach

▪ Travelers to urban destinations

Who’s Not Back in the Market (Yet)?



WHERE WE’RE GOING



Prospects for a global economic recovery 
over the next two years are improving



Some categories have already benefited 
greatly from an increase in consumer savings 



But most experts don’t see a complete return to 
“normal” for the entire sector until 2023 or 2024 



Total US hotel room demand is not expected 
to return to pre-pandemic levels until late ‘23



Next year should be a good year for many (but 
not all) destinations, especially leisure markets



Room revenue is expected to return more slowly 
due to heavy discounting in some segments





Glass half full? Nearly 50% of travelers expect to 
travel as much or as more in the next 12 months



And spending by those travelers is expected 
to be in line with their travel behaviors



Other research shows similar 
segmentation of American travelers



Travelers continue to feel good about certain 
types of travel activities, but very wary of others



57% of travelers now say they are ready to travel 
again, the highest it has been since March



Short-term consumer lifestyle preferences are 
clearly established versus other motivations…



But there is a clear difference in priorities between 
those who are ready to travel and those who aren’t



Travelers have preferred small towns and 
beaches for their trips this summer & fall…



But there is also pent-up demand for 
visiting cities over the next year



Simply planning a trip over the next 6 months is 
enough to make 59% of people happy…



But half of travelers say that coronavirus would 
impact decisions to travel in the next 6 months



The economy is relatively much less of a threat 
than the perception of health and safety risks



Personal finances are less of a threat 
than the perception of personal health risks



Travelers’ hesitations reveal a variety of COVID-
related concerns, many of which can be addressed



Regular use and promotion of health and safety 
protocols are important to many travelers…



And can significantly impact lodging 
choices in the next few months



A LOOK AT MEETINGS 
AND EVENTS



The focus of most planners is still upon 
rebooking events, rather than booking new ones



The focus of most planners has been to push 
events into 2Q 2021 and beyond



Planners still have a fair amount of confidence 
in the future of the meetings and events industry



Local and regional events continue to be 
the focus of most planners



Events with 100 or fewer attendees are 
the current focus for most planners



Planners have the highest optimism for SMERF 
and sports events over the next 12-18 months



Boutique hotels and resorts are most likely to attract 
events, although the outlook for all venues except 
cruise ships and casinos has been improving



Planners are likely to embrace most types of 
health and safety protocols, except testing



▪ Expect to see more “hybrid” types of 

events, combining virtual and in-

person gatherings.

▪ “Meet safe” pledges and protocols 

will be just as important as those 

aimed at leisure transient travelers.

▪ New tools enable planners to work 

remotely yet still “visit.” 

▪ Third party planners becoming more 

important in the process.

▪ Venues are testing many innovations 

to allow for in-person gatherings.

Other Observations













1. Some entities have rebounded much quicker than others.

2. The recovery is going to be uneven for months to come and will be 

fragile, subject to the latest headlines.

3. Resilience, innovation, and adaptation are the buzzwords of the 

day.

4. Not all segments of travelers or meetings and events will return in 

the same numbers at the same time.  Loyal and new customers will 

be crucial for replacing demand.

5. Roughly half of American travelers are open to some kind of 

travel...right now.  Health and safety protocols will be important for 

those people interested in and willing to travel.

Ten Takeaways



6. Leisure drive markets and local/regional events will continue to 

drive demand through 2021.

7. Caution against any “irrational autumnal exuberance.”

8. The availability of a vaccine will help but is no guarantee of a quick 

return to pre-pandemic levels of activity.

9. Many destinations are well positioned for recovery but will also 

face significant competition for time and dollars.

10. The next few months will be challenging.

Ten Takeaways



Stay Safe and 
Stay Sane
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